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Abstract
We present eSense - an open and multi-sensory in-ear
wearable platform to detect and monitor human activities.
eSense is a true wireless stereo (TWS) earbud with dualmode Bluetooth and Bluetooth Low Energy and augmented
with a 6-axis inertial measurement unit and a microphone.
We showcase the eSense platform, its data APIs to capture
real-time multi-modal sensory data in a data exploration
tool, and its manifestation in a 360◦ workplace well-being
application.
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Wearables are finally here. Established forms, e.g., a timepiece, a ring, and a pendant are getting a digital makeover
and are reshaping our everyday experiences with new, useful, exciting and sometimes entertaining services. However,
to have a broader impact on our lives, the next generation
wearables must expand their sensing capabilities beyond
the narrow set of exercise-related physical activities.

๏ Instrumented with a microphone, a 6-axis inertial measurement unit and dual model Bluetooth and
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE).
๏ An open platform that allows developers to gather real-time data streams of these diﬀerent sensory
modalities.
๏ Purpose-driven design with specialised transport and conﬁguration with reprogrammable ﬂexibility
aimed at behavioural inference.
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๏ On-device signal processing and behavioural inferences
with complete privacy preservation
๏ Data informed design of purposeful wellbeing metrics
grounded on positive computing.
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